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celebrating life together

Strategic Partnership Between
Cryocord and IMU
Another MoU has been established between
CryoCord and International Medical University
to facilitate collaboration and conduct joint
research activities. Through academia and
industry partnerships, researchers from both
sides believe to mutually help to translate
discoveries in the field of regenerative medicine
and immunotherapy into new therapies that will
make a difference to patients’ lives. Both
parties agreed to jointly design and conduct
research in medical, biomedical, biotechnological
and healthcare related areas in near future.

> Learn more

8 Times In A Row
CryoCord is privileged to win the Best Stem
Bank Award for 8 consecutive years. A huge
thank you is extended to all the voters of
BabyTalk Magazine and its publisher for
recognizing CryoCord for their service.
CryoCord strives to continuously upgrade
their level of competency, efficiency and
performance to stay competitive in this
industry. Kudos to CryoCord.

Pioneering Modern Day Healthcare
With the advent of science, aging is now a
choice. Brighton Healthcare promotes methods
to cultivate longevity by practicing advanced
preventive medicine. Our goal is not to merely
prolong the total years of an individual's life, but
to ensure that those years are enjoyed
productively with vitality. Claim up to RM500
income tax relief for a complete medical
check-up, so if you haven’t had one this year,
make an appointment with us today! 50% off
2nd person on selected packages. Valid until 31
Dec 2019. T&C apply.

> Learn more

Nutraceutical For Fertility
Fertility is the natural ability of producing
offspring. Infertility is defined as not being
able to get pregnant despite having
frequent, unprotected sex for at least a
year for most couples. There are many
causes of infertility, including some that
medical intervention can treat. Luckily,
there are a few natural ways to increase
your fertility and become pregnant faster. In
fact, diet and lifestyle changes can help
boost fertility by up to 69%. ACE personalizes nutraceutical for fertility according to every
patient’s different physiological needs. ACE uses ingredients solely from Medisca and their raw
ingredients undergone ID and heavy metal testing.
For more information, call 03 8688 2228 or WhatsApp to 010 298 0868.
Visit www.facebook.com/ACECompoundingPharmacy

Infant Carrier or Car Seat?
Which One Should You Choose
and Why?
Child safety seat soon to be mandatory
in Malaysia by 2020. With a multitude of
travel options at your disposal, parents
find themselves easily confused by the
type of travel solution they need to
purchase to ensure the absolute safety
and comfort of their children. Though at
some point the choices may depend on
the parents’ personal preferences,
certain regulations to be followed, type
of car to take into consideration and the
decision has to be made with the child’s age and physique in mind. Commonly, we recommend an
infant carrier for the first travel solution they’ll use. Then when the baby is old enough, it is exchanged
for a car seat. It’s important to weigh up the pros and cons of both types of travel systems. Drop by
Mamours stores and talk to their customer service team to discover the most appropriate model to
meet yours and your children's needs.

> Learn more
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